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We have seen tremendous consolidation in the high-technology industry in recent years. Mergers and acquisitions strengthen the product offerings of a company, but they also sometimes bring together products that, on the face of it, seem either to duplicate a solution or to present no possibility of working together.

In 2007, Oracle already owned a well-respected, multidimensional solution— Oracle OLAP—when Oracle’s acquisition of Hyperion Solutions brought another leading multidimensional product—Essbase—into the Oracle fold. Oracle OLAP and Oracle Essbase address the same business need: to provide business analysts with the tools they need to analyze and report on shared data in a way that is meaningful to people in the line of business. Both products ensure that all stakeholders are working from the same set of data by pulling the shared data from data sources managed by the IT department. Yet even with this seeming duplication of purpose, Oracle is firmly committed to both products. Why?

For someone with a background in both Oracle OLAP and Oracle Essbase, the answer to this question is apparent. However, it soon became clear that the answer is not as obvious to those without knowledge of both products, both inside and outside Oracle. An explanation was in order, and we needed people with expert product experience to relay the message. That is the purpose of this book.

We are very pleased to have an expert team leading the writing effort. Michael Schrader has 30 years BI experience, specializing in Oracle BI solutions since 1987. He has an Oracle Essbase and Oracle OLAP background. He is the coauthor of Oracle Data Warehousing with Bonnie O’Neil, and has presented at numerous major conferences, including Collaborate, Oracle OpenWorld, and the Gartner Business Intelligence Summit.
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Damage Mechanics in Metal Forming: Advanced Modeling and Numerical Simulation (Iste)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The aim of this book is to summarize the current most effective methods for modeling, simulating, and optimizing metal forming processes, and to present the main features of new, innovative methods currently being developed which will no doubt be the industrial tools of tomorrow. It discusses damage (or defect) prediction in virtual metal...
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The Circuit Designer's Companion, Third EditionNewnes, 2012


	When I was first approached to produce a third edition of The Circuit Designer’s Companion, I was at first

	reluctant to “mess with it”. It is rare to have a companion book that is not just a textbook, or a handbook,

	but is seen in many respects to contain all the essential information that a “real” circuit...
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Platelets and Megakaryocytes: Volume 1: Functional Assays (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2004

	12 The average human body has in the order of 10 circulating platelets. They are crucial for hemostasis, and yet excessive platelet activation is a major cause of m- bidity and mortality in western societies. It is therefore not surprising that platelets have become one of the most extensively investigated biological cell types. We are,...
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Intelligent Learning Infrastructure for Knowledge Intensive Organizations: A Semantic Web PerspectiveInformation Science Publishing, 2005


	In the knowledge society, the traditional facts of business life are volatile and

	not given. Every organization is challenged in this context, to enrich its sensors,

	and its internal processes toward the exploitation of tangible and intangible resources.




	During the last few years, an important shift in management...
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Web Services Patterns: Java EditionApress, 2003
Web Service Patterns: Java Edition describes architectural patterns  that can guide you through design patterns (service implementation and usage)  and illustrates the different ways in which you can use web services.

Author Paul Monday had two primary goals in writing this book: to show some  interesting design patterns that...
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Neuroleadership: A Journey Through the Brain for Business Leaders (Management for Professionals)Springer, 2013

	This book takes you on a journey through the brain, its function and its impact on leadership. The young business field of neuroleadership is founded on the belief that understanding the brain can give leaders new and powerful insights into human behaviour and how to effectively tap into that knowledge to generate better returns in business....
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